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Abstract—The feasibility of a message in a network concerns if
its timing property can be satisfied without jeopardizing any mes-
sages already in the network to meet their timing properties. We
present a novel feasibility analysis for real-time (RT) and nonreal-
time (NT) messages in wormhole-routed networks on chip. For
RT messages, we formulate acontention treethat captures con-
tentions in the network. For coexisting RT and NT messages, we
propose a simplebandwidth partitioning methodthat allows us to
analyze their feasibility independently.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Network-on-Chip (NoC) [3, 4, 10] design starts with a sys-
tem specification which can be expressed as a set or sets of
communicating tasks. The second step is to map these tasks
onto the nodes of a NoC instance. With a mapping, application
tasks running on these nodes load the network with messages,
and impose timing requirements. Timely delivery of messages
is essential for performance and predictability. However, rout-
ing messages in a network is inherently nondeterministic be-
cause messages experience various contention scenarios which
stem from sharing buffers at routers and links between the
routers. These contentions cause indeterminate delay and jit-
ter, leading to possibly the violation of the timing constraints
of the messages. It is therefore important to conduct an anal-
ysis on messages to determine their feasibility. Given a set
of already scheduled messages, a message is termedfeasible
if its own timing property is satisfied irrespective of any ar-
rival orders of the messages in the set, and it does not prevent
any message in the set from meeting its timing property [2].
In general, on-chip messages can be categorized asreal-time
(RT) and nonreal-time(NT) messages [10]. Messages with a
deterministic bound, which must be delivered predictably even
under worst case scenarios, are RT messages. Messages with
a probabilistic bound, which request an average response time,
are NT messages.

Wormhole flow control with lanes (virtual channels) is being
advocated for NoCs due to its shorter latency, greater through-
put and smaller buffering requirement [3, 10]. However, few
studies have been performed to analyze the message feasibility
for wormhole-routed networks. For real-time messages, the
lumped link model [2, 5] is a path-based model in which all
the links along a messageMi’s path are lumped into a single
link. The message is scheduled on this link together with other

competing messages. The feasibility test algorithms based on
this model are efficient [2, 5]. However, due to lumping, all the
competing messages must be scheduled in sequence. As a re-
sult, direct and indirect contentions are treated in the same way.
Also, no concurrent use of the links onMi’s path can be taken
into account. In [6], Kim et al. used a blocking dependency
graph to express the contentions a message may meet and de-
rived the message’s delivery upper bound. However, this graph
does not reflect the possible concurrent use of links, too.

In the paper, we present a novel feasibility analysis for both
RT and NT messages on wormhole-routed networks on chip.
Section II describes the communication models delivering the
RT and NT messages. In Section III, we first classify mes-
sages according to the type of performance bound and timing
requirements on delay or jitter. Then, for the RT messages,
we formulate a contention tree that can accurately reflect con-
tentions and link usage. Specifically, it can distinguish direct
and indirect contentions and captures concurrent use of links.
Finally, we use a bandwidth partitioning method to test the fea-
sibility of RT and NT messages coexisting in the network. The
experiments are described in Section IV, followed by conclu-
sions in Section V.

II. T HE COMMUNICATION MODELS

A. The Nonreal-time Communication Model

In wormhole routing, a message is divided into a num-
ber of flits (flow control units) for transmission1. The head
flit carrying routing and sequencing information governs the
route. As the head flit advances, the remaining flits follow
in a pipeline fashion. The message transmission is complete
when its last flit is delivered to the destination. When required
resources are unavailable, the messages are blocked in place.
Wormhole routing manages two types of resources: the lanes
and the physical link bandwidth. In conventional wormhole
routers, the shared lanes are arbitrated on First-Come-First-
Serve (FCFS), and they are multiplexed over the shared link
bandwidth on demand [9]. This model is fair and produces
good average-case latency results. But there is no guarantee
that the messages are delivered before deadline. Therefore this
communication model is suitable for the delivery of NT mes-
sages. With this NT model, the average network latencyTnt

1The effect of packetization is not considered in this study.



of delivering a message withL flits is calculated by [1]:

Tnt = L=Bnt +HR+ ! = a+ ! (1)

whereBnt is the minimum link bandwidth allocated to the
message along its route;H denotes the number of hops the
message passes;R is the routing delay per hop. The first two
terms represent the non-contentional or base latencya, which
is the lower bound onTnt; ! is the average contention delay
due to the message being unable to access the shared lanes and
link bandwidth.

B. The Real-time Communication Model

Real-time messages must be served in such a way that the
message delivery is predictable and guaranteed. Li and Mutka
[7] developed a range of flow control schemes for real-time
messages concerning priority mapping strategies, priority ad-
justment methods, and arbitration functions. In [2], based on
a global priority, Preemptive Pipelined Circuit Switching for
Real-Time (PPCS-RT) decouples the message delivery into
two phases: path establishment and data delivery, where the
path setup is preemptable. In [11], a flit-level preemption flow
control is developed to resolve the priority inversion problem,
i.e., a higher priority message is blocked by a lower priority
message occupying shared resources. These real-time models
complicate wormhole router design.

We assume a real-time (RT) message delivery model without
a complicated router architecture and without a special service.
All messages are globally prioritized (priority ties are resolved
arbitrarily). This model arbitrates shared lanes and link band-
width by priority. The priority, which may be assigned accord-
ing to rate, deadline or laxity [5, 7], takes a small number of
flits. With this RT model, assuming the same routing delayR
for the head flit and other flits, the worst-case latencyT rt of
delivering a message withL flits is given by :

T rt = (L+ Lpri)=B
rt +HR+ � = c+ � (2)

whereBrt is the minimum link bandwidth allocated to the
RT message along its route;Lpri is the number of flits taken
by the message priority. The first term counts for the transmis-
sion time of all the message flits including that occupied by the
priority; the sum of the first two terms is the non-contentional
latencyc, which is the lower bound onT rt; the last term� is
the worst-case blocking time due to contentions.

III. F EASIBILITY ANALYSIS

A. The Message Model and Quality Classes

We consider messages or message streams that can be char-
acterized by four parametersM = (S; p; D; j), whereS
denotes the maximum size of all the message instances;p is
the message period meaning that all the inter-arrival times of
the message instances are never less thanp; D is the end-to-
end delay constraint;j is the jitter constraint. Though the de-
layD is a constraint on the end-to-end communication latency,

which is the sum of the latency due to the resource nodeTnode
and the networkT , we focus on the network latencyT . The
effects ofTnode can be straightforwardly incorporated into the
delay constraint resulting in a more stringent deadline.

Depending on the type of performance bound (deterministic
or probabilistic) and that of timing requirement (delay or jit-
ter), we define the Quality Class (QC) of a message, which
can be viewed as an index representing the Quality of Ser-
vice (QoS) requirement(s) of the message. For a probabilis-
tic bound, we refer to constrain the bound to be an average
response time. We define four quality classes as follows:

QC1: jitter constrained,D � j � T � D.

QC2: delay constrained,T � D, j = D.

QC3: average jitter constrained,D � j � Tavg � D.

QC4: average delay constrained,Tavg � D, j = D.

QC1 andQC2 messages are RT traffic whileQC3 andQC4

are NT traffic. Also,QC2 andQC4 messages can be regarded
as a special case ofQC1 andQC3 messages whenj = D,
respectively.

B. Real-Time Messages

According to Equation (2), a feasible real-time (RT) mes-
sageMi satisfies its timing constraint:

8Mi 2 QC1 Di � ji � ci + �i � Di

8Mi 2 QC2 ci + �i � Di
(3)

To estimate the worst-case latency of an RT messageMi, we
must first determine all the contentions the message may meet.

In flit-buffered networks, the flits of a messageMi are
pipelined along its routing path. The message advances when it
receives the bandwidth of all the links along the path. The mes-
sage may directly and/or indirectly contend with other mes-
sages for shared lanes and link bandwidth.Mi has a higher
priority setSi that consists of adirect contentionsetSDi

and
an indirect contentionset SIi , Si = SDi

+ SIi . SDi
in-

cludes the higher priority messages that share at least one link
with Mi. Messages inSDi

directly contend withMi. SIi in-
cludes the higher priority messages that do not share a link
with Mi, but share at least one link with a message inSDi

, and
SIi \ SDi

= ;. Messages inSIi indirectly contend withMi.
As an example, Fig. 1a shows a fraction of a network with four
nodes and four messages. The messagesM1,M2,M3 andM4

pass the links AB, BC, AB!BC!CD, and CD, respectively.
A lower message index denotes a higher priority. The message
M1 has the highest priority, thusS1 = ;. For the message
M2, it directly contends withM3, but it has a higher priority,
thusS2 = ;. The messageM3 has a higher priority message
setS3 = SD3

= fM1;M2g, SI3 = ;. For the messageM4,
SD4

= fM3g andSI4 = fM1;M2g becauseM1 or M2 may
blockM3 which in turn blocksM4.

To capture both direct and indirect contentions, we have
formulated acontention treedefined as a directed graphG :
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Fig. 1. Network Contentions and Contention Tree

M � E. A messageMi is a nodeMi in the tree, and vice
versa. An edgeEij(i < j) directs from nodeMi to nodeMj ,
representing the direct contention betweenMi andMj . Mi is
calledparent, Mj child. Given a setn of RT messages, after
mapping to the target network, we can build a contention tree
with the following three steps:

Step 1. Sort the message set in descending priority sequence
with a chosen priority assignment policy.

Step 2. Determine the routing path for each of the messages.

Step 3. Form a tree. IfMi shares at least one link withMj

wherei < j � n, an edgeEij is created between them.
Each tree node only maintains a list of its parent nodes.

In a contention tree, a direct contention is represented by
a directed edge while an indirect contention is implied by a
“walk” via parent node(s). A walk is a path following directed
edges in the tree. The contention tree for Fig. 1a is shown in
Fig. 1b, where the three direct contentions are represented by
the three edgesE13, E23 andE34, and the two indirect con-
tentions forM4 are implied by the two walksE13 ! E34 and
E23 ! E34 viaM4’s parent nodeM3. Since knowing the rout-
ing path is a priori, creating a contention tree is more suitable
for deterministic routing. For adaptive routing, it is difficult to
figure out the worst-case routing path.

TABLE I
MESSAGE PARAMETERS AND LATENCY BOUNDS

Message Periodp DeadlineD Base latencyc Lat. bound

M1 10 10 7 7
M2 15 15 3 3
M3 30 30 5 20
M4 30 30 8 28

Table I shows the message parameters for Fig. 1, where
the priority is assigned by rate, and deadlineD equals period
p. The worst-case schedules2 for the three links are illustrated
separately in Fig. 2a. The latency bounds for the four mes-
sages are also listed in Table I. We can see that all the four
messages are feasible. Looking into the schedules, we can ob-
serve that (1)M1 andM2 are scheduled in parallel. This con-
currency is in fact reflected by thedisjoint nodes in the tree.
We call two nodesdisjoint if no single walk can pass through
both nodes. For instance,M1 andM2 in Fig. 1b are disjoint,

2A schedule is a timing sequence where a time slot is occupied by a mes-
sage or left empty.

therefore their schedules do not interfere with each other; (2)
M3 is scheduled on the overlapped empty time slots [8, 10]
and [19, 20] left after schedulingM1 andM2. The competed
slots [1,7] and [11,18] are occupied byM1 or M2. This is
implied in the tree whereM3 has two parents,M1 andM2;
(3) M4 is scheduled only afterM3 completes transmission at
time 20. The indirect contentions fromM1 andM2, which are
reflected via slots [1,7] and [11,18],propagatevia its parent
nodeM3. ForM3, these slots are directly competed slots. For
M4, they become indirectly competed slots. The four message
schedules are individually depicted in Fig. 2b. If the concur-
rent use of the two links, AB byM1 and BC byM2, was not
captured,M3 andM4 would be considered infeasible sinceM2

would occupy the slots [8, 10] and [18, 20], levaving only three
empty slots before slot 30 forM3 andM4.
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Fig. 2. Message Scheduling

In a contention tree, all levels of indirect contentions prop-
agate via the intermediate node(s). This might be pessimistic
since many of them are not likely to occur at the same time. If
the number of shared lanes increases, the indirect contentions
due to lane unavailability decrease. Also, a lower priority mes-
sage can use the link bandwidth if a competing message with
a higher priority is blocked elsewhere. To balance this pes-
simism, we have neglected priority inversion. As discussed in
[2, 5], this problem can be alleviated by packetization.

C. Nonreal-Time Messages

According to Equation (1), a feasible nonreal-time (NT)
messageMi satisfies its timing constraint:

8Mi 2 QC3 Di � ji � ai + !i � Di

8Mi 2 QC4 ai + !i � Di
(4)



To analytically estimate the average contention delay!i is
a difficult task because it is dependent on the network charac-
teristics such as topology, routing algorithm, flow control, as
well as the network communication patterns. Since this esti-
mation is not the focus of this paper, we consider only special
cases. To this end we use the closed form of contention delay
[1] that Agarwal developed for random traffick-ary d-cubes
using dimension-order wormhole routing and unbounded in-
ternal buffers. For a 2D mesh network,!i is roughly calcu-
lated by:!i = 3

2 �
Li

B
� �

(1��) :
(Hi�1)
Hi

, where� is the network
utilization calculated by� =

P
i(Hi � 1)qi=C, whereC is

the network capacity measured in the total number of network
links; qi is the probability of a network request a cycle.

Scheduling a new NT message leads to an increase in�. The
timing constraints of the already scheduled messages must be
met with the new�. Otherwise, the new message is infeasible.

D. Real-Time and Nonreal-Time Messages

In a network supporting both RT and NT messages, esti-
mating the values of worst-case blocking time� and average
blocking time! becomes more complicated due to the possi-
ble interactions while delivering both classes of messages. For
example, with respect to!, if the NT messages are allowed to
use the unused bandwidth reserved by the RT messages, the RT
messages may suffer from severe priority inversion problems,
i.e., they may be blocked by the NT messages for an uncertain
amount of time; with respect to� , the portion of the shared
resources available to the RT messages may be dynamically
changing, leading to intractability. This dynamic network be-
havior is not in accordance with our static analysis approach.
In fact, such dynamic resource sharing schemes complicate the
router design; for instance, it becomes too costly for the sched-
uler to adjust the allocated bandwidth. Therefore we have cho-
sen to isolate the RT and NT traffic into two disjoint virtual
networks. Such a nonwork-conserving service discipline has
been discussed in [12].

B
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Lanes

B
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Fig. 3. Bandwidth Partitioning

Suppose the link bandwidthB is normalized to 1, then each
class of traffic has a weighted portion ofB, as shown in Fig. 3.
Let Bnt andBrt be the bandwidth assigned to the NT traffic
and RT traffic, respectively,Bnt + Brt = 1. As a result, the
link bandwidth is arbitrated by weighted round robin where
the weights (Bnt andBrt) can be chosen a priori based on all
types of traffic the router is designed to carry [8]. Concerning a
network with uniform traffic, the same weights may be selected
for all the routers. We can then apply our analysis method in
Section III.B and III.C to the RT and NT traffic, respectively.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

We have implemented a feasibility test algorithm based on
the contention tree for RT messages and the bandwidth par-
titioning scheme for coexisting RT and NT messages. Then
we conducted feasibility tests on messages in a 2D 8 X 8
mesh NoC with bidirectional links (the network capacityC
is 4 � 8 � (8 � 1) = 224). The network uses wormhole flow
control with dimension-order X-Y routing, which is a deter-
ministic and deadlock-free algorithm. Lower dimension net-
works and deterministic routing algorithms are beneficial for
NoCs in order to reduce the control complexity of the routers
[4]. The purposes of our experiments are two-fold. First, we
investigate how messages with a different Quality Class (QC)
affect the NoC performance. Second, we examine the impact
of a bandwidth partitioning on the system performance.

A message with the four parameters(S; p; D; j) is ran-
domly generated between a pair of nodes. The message sizeS
including protocol overhead randomly takes a value from32,
64, 128, and512 in flits. For each of the message sizes, the pe-
riod p takes a random value from50�, 100�, 200�, and800�,
where� 2 f1; 2; 3g, respectively, andp = D. In this way, a
longer message is likely to have a longer period. The routing
delay per hopR is chosen to be2.

The amount of traffic isgeneratedgiven a threshold� from
0:1 to 1 (normalized with the network capacity) with a step
length of 0:1. For any message generated, we must ensure
that the link capacity is not violated. Let the probability of
a network request of an RT and an NT messageMi on any
given cycle beqrti andqnti , respectively. With a period ofpi,
qrti = (Li + Lpri;i)=pi andqnti = Li=pi. Let qij be the link
bandwidth requirement ofMi on link j, qij = qi. For a linkj
with m RT andk NT messages, the link constraint is:

8j
mX

i=1

qrtij +

kX

i=1

qntij � Brt +Bnt = 1 (5)

If a new message generated does not lead to violate Inequal-
ity 5, the message isofferedinto the network; otherwise, it is
discarded. By our traffic generation method, theofferedtraf-
fic, which is the input of the feasibility test, is up to62% of
the generated traffic as illustrated by the dashed line in Fig.
4. Also, we treat infeasible RT and NT traffic differently. If an
RT message fails the feasibility test, it will not be admitted into
the network. In contrast, all the offered NT messages are ad-
mitted. This is because a feasibility test needs to be conducted
before admitting an RT message into the network while such
a test is usually not necessary for an NT message. For each�,
the simulation runs50 times to steady states and reports aver-
age results ofpass ratio, i.e. the percentage of the messages
that pass the feasibility test, and of thenetwork link utilization
of these feasible messages. In general, the more messages that
fulfill their timing constraints, the higher the performance of
the system. A higher utilization may imply a lower design cost
while a lower utilization may imply an over-designed network.

We designed three groups of experiments. The first two
groups consider delay-constrained messages. The first (Fig. 4)



concerns only delay-constrained RT traffic (QC2), andBrt =
1 andBnt = 0. An RT message with a shorter period has a
higher priority. The overhead due to the priority is two flits.
The second one (Fig. 5) concerns both delay-constrained RT
(QC2) and delay-constrained NT (QC4) traffic with various
values of bandwidth partitioning. The last one (Fig. 6) consid-
ers jitter-constrained traffic, i.e.,QC1 andQC3 messages. The
jitter j is set to be0:15p; thus the network latency of a feasible
message falls in the region[0:85p; p].
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Fig. 4. Delay-constrained RT Traffic (QC2)

In Fig. 4, as the generated traffic increases, the pass ratio de-
creases but the network utilization increases up to around0:37.
Closing to this point, the network is near to saturation where
the network latency increases exponentially but the throughput
does not improve any more [1]. Therefore the gap between the
offered traffic and the feasible traffic increases rapidly. Also,
the pass ratio with this uniform traffic pattern is always below
1. For ahard real-time system that requires100% pass ratio,
this means we need to find an application-specific mapping and
our feasibility assessment can support such a mapping.

In Fig. 5,QC2 andQC4 messages are randomly generated;
thus the number and message sizes of the RT and NT traffic
have equal probability. With the value ofBnt : Brt increas-
ing, the network tends to achieve higher pass ratio and utiliza-
tion. In Fig. 6,QC1 andQC3 messages are also randomly
generated. Comparing with Fig. 5, the corresponding pass ra-
tio and network utilization are reduced. This is because a jitter
constraint adds another condition (D � j � T ) besides the
deadline constraint (T � D), leading to fewer messages that
pass the feasibility test.

V. CONCLUSION

We have presented a feasibility analysis of messages in
wormhole-routed networks on chip which is a crucial step in a
NoC design flow. The contention tree we formulate can accu-
rately reflect the network contentions but relies on determinis-
tic routing. The static bandwidth partitioning method for co-
existing RT and NT messages is simple but can illustrate some
non-obvious results. From the experiments conducted, we can
see that the feasibility analysis is useful for performance/cost
tradeoff analysis of mapping messages with different QoS re-
quirements on a NoC.
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Fig. 5. Delay-constrained Traffic (QC2-QC4) with Bandwidth Partitioning
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Fig. 6. Jitter-constrained Traffic (QC1-QC3) with Bandwidth Partitioning

Future work will investigate methods to enhance the pass
ratio and/or network utilization by combining the feasibility
assessment with task-to-node mappings.
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